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On September 4, the European Central Bank (ECB) took further accommodation to support the economic growth

environment in Europe.1 As a result, the euro collapsed about 1% immediately after the news, while European stocks
rose on prospects for more monetary policy easing. This reaction mirrors what we saw in Japan in 2013, and it
strengthens the case for taking the euro out of Europe. Why? Lower Interest Rates At last month’s meeting, ECB
president Mario Draghi stated that, for practical purposes, interest rates had reached a lower bound, barring some
technical adjustments. Yet at this meeting, the ECB lowered rates further by 10 basis points across all its key policy rates.
Hence, the ECB is effectively charging banks 20 basis points annually to keep excess cash parked at its deposit facility.
This then incentivizes banks to extend loans that will jump-start the lackluster Euro system credit cycle. The newly
announced rates are:   • The main refinancing operations of the Eurosystem was lowered to 0.05%. • The marginal
lending facility was lowered to 0.30%. • The deposit facility was lowered to -0.20%. Credit Easing with Expanding
Balance Sheet Draghi also announced that the ECB would start purchasing nonfinancial private sector assets. The goal
of these actions is to ease credit conditions for the banks, as they extend 80% of all lending activity in the euro area,
according to Draghi’s testimony. This is from the ECB release: "The Eurosystem will purchase a broad portfolio of simple
and transparent asset-backed securities (ABSs) with underlying assets consisting of claims against the euro area non-
financial private sector under an ABS purchase programme (ABSPP). This reflects the role of the ABS market in
facilitating new credit flows to the economy and follows the intensification of preparatory work on this matter, as
decided by the Governing Council in June. In parallel, the Eurosystem will also purchase a broad portfolio of euro-
denominated covered bonds issued by MFIs domiciled in the euro area under a new covered bond purchase
programme (CBPP3). Interventions under these programmes will start in October 2014. … The newly decided measures,
together with the targeted longer-term refinancing operations, which will be conducted in two weeks, will have a
sizeable impact on our balance sheet." During the press conference, Draghi gave an indication of how he would like the
ECB’s balance sheet to grow. He stated that it would be desirable for the balance sheet to reach its 2012 levels, which
would imply an expansion of more than €1 trillion. To provide some perspective, the peak of the ECB’s balance sheet

size stood at €3.1 trillion in June 2012, where else the balance sheet size today stands at only €2.0 trillion2. An expanding
balance sheet has traditionally led to a weaker local currency, in this case the euro. Draghi has previously talked about
the euro’s strength as it approached the 1.40 level in May this year. We discussed his comments in a previous blog. His
rhetoric about a rising euro potentially creating deflationary pressures was quite effective as the currency depreciated

from 1.403 to just about 1.30 following this latest news. But now Draghi is backing up his words with concrete actions to
expand the ECB balance sheet—measures that have been associated with currency weakness. The weakness in the euro
does not mean the case for investing in Europe should be weakened. Stocks reacted quite positively to the news of these
additional measures. The weakness in the euro just highlights the need to adopt currency-hedged equity strategies in

obtaining exposure to European stocks.         1Mario Draghi, “Introductory statement to the press conference,” European

Central Bank, 9/4/14. 2Sources: ECB, Bloomberg as of August 2014. 31.40: refers to the spot exchange rate of the eur
currency vs. the usd.
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Investments focused in Europe are increasing the impact of events and developments associated with the region, which
can adversely affect performance. Investments in currency involve additional special risks, such as credit risk and interest
rate fluctuations.
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For standardized performance and the most recent month-end performance click here NOTE, this material is intended
for electronic use only. Individuals who intend to print and physically deliver to an investor must print the monthly
performance report to accompany this blog.

For more investing insights, check out our Economic & Market Outlook

View the online version of this article here.
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IMPORTANT INFORMATION

U.S. investors only: Click here to obtain a WisdomTree ETF prospectus which contains investment objectives,
risks, charges, expenses, and other information; read and consider carefully before investing.

There are risks involved with investing, including possible loss of principal. Foreign investing involves currency, political
and economic risk. Funds focusing on a single country, sector and/or funds that emphasize investments in smaller
companies may experience greater price volatility. Investments in emerging markets, currency, fixed income and
alternative investments include additional risks. Please see prospectus for discussion of risks.

 

Past performance is not indicative of future results. This material contains the opinions of the author, which are subject to
change, and should not to be considered or interpreted as a recommendation to participate in any particular trading
strategy, or deemed to be an offer or sale of any investment product and it should not be relied on as such. There is no
guarantee that any strategies discussed will work under all market conditions. This material represents an assessment of
the market environment at a specific time and is not intended to be a forecast of future events or a guarantee of future
results. This material should not be relied upon as research or investment advice regarding any security in particular. The
user of this information assumes the entire risk of any use made of the information provided herein. Neither WisdomTree
nor its affiliates, nor Foreside Fund Services, LLC, or its affiliates provide tax or legal advice. Investors seeking tax or legal
advice should consult their tax or legal advisor. Unless expressly stated otherwise the opinions, interpretations or findings
expressed herein do not necessarily represent the views of WisdomTree or any of its affiliates.

 

The MSCI information may only be used for your internal use, may not be reproduced or re-disseminated in any form and
may not be used as a basis for or component of any financial instruments or products or indexes. None of the MSCI
information is intended to constitute investment advice or a recommendation to make (or refrain from making) any kind
of investment decision and may not be relied on as such. Historical data and analysis should not be taken as an
indication or guarantee of any future performance analysis, forecast or prediction. The MSCI information is provided on
an “as is” basis and the user of this information assumes the entire risk of any use made of this information. MSCI, each of
its affiliates and each entity involved in compiling, computing or creating any MSCI information (collectively, the “MSCI
Parties”) expressly disclaims all warranties. With respect to this information, in no event shall any MSCI Party have any
liability for any direct, indirect, special, incidental, punitive, consequential (including loss profits) or any other damages (
www.msci.com)

 

Jonathan Steinberg, Jeremy Schwartz, Rick Harper, Christopher Gannatti, Bradley Krom, Tripp Zimmerman, Michael
Barrer, Anita Rausch, Kevin Flanagan, Brendan Loftus, Joseph Tenaglia, Jeff Weniger, Matt Wagner, Alejandro Saltiel,
Ryan Krystopowicz, Jianing Wu, and Brian Manby are registered representatives of Foreside Fund Services, LLC.

 WisdomTree Funds are distributed by Foreside Fund Services, LLC, in the U.S. only.

You cannot invest directly in an index.
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DEFINITIONS

Basis point  : 1/100th of 1 percent.

Marginal Lending Facility Rate  : The rate at which banks obtain overnight liquidity from the central ban.

Deposit Rate  : The rate parties receive for deposits at the central bank.

Credit conditions  : The markets perception of the willingness of lenders to extend credit to risky borrowers.

Targeted longer-term refinancing operations (TLTRO II)   : a periodic open market operation executed via tender
offers which mature in June 2020.

Deflation  : The opposite of inflation, characterized by falling price levels.
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